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Polly Apfelbaum
CLIFTON BENEVENTO

Over the past twenty years, Polly Apfelbaum has employed wool, cotton, 
and various other kinds of textiles in her works, but there’s one fabric 
in particular she returns to again and again: synthetic velvet. This mate-
rial, with its iridescent sheen and simulated old-world opulence, wends 
through the majority of her floor-based output, her so-called fallen paint-
ings—from The Dwarves Without Snow White, 1992, for which she 
presented dye-blotted sections of synthetic velvet on cardboard boxes; 
to Bones, 2000, where she rolled vast, hand-stained bolts of the cloth; 
to Funkytown, 2005/2009, in which she assembled intricately dyed bits 

of it into an electrifying room-size installation. For her debut solo exhi-
bition at Clifton Benevento, Apfelbaum presented some fifty works that 
yet again featured synthetic velvet—each covered in arrays of dots made 
with a marker. However, rather than install these works on the floor, 
as she has done in the past, she pinned them to the gallery walls in a grid. 

To create the works in this series, simply titled “HWP,” 2013–14, 
after A Handweaver’s Pattern Book, Marguerite Porter Davison’s 1950 
instructional tome, Apfelbaum placed a punch card she sourced from 
a craft store on the surface of the velvet “canvas,” and then used Chart-
pak markers to make dots through each of its holes. In the end, she used 
nearly 150 colors, and the energetic results—both monochrome and 
multihued—incorporate diamond, square, and triangular arrange-
ments. From afar, the variety of patterns brought to mind the optical 
effects of Benday dots or a polka-dot Photoshop brush. The works also 
aptly evoke the nineteenth-century punched cards of the automated 
Jacquard loom, which famously inspired Charles Babbage to use 
punched cards for his Analytical Engine design and eventually led to 
the first IBM punched card and early digital computing. When consid-
ered in relation to the serial systems of early Conceptual art, correla-
tions between loom mechanisms and Sol LeWitt’s notable “machine 
that makes the art” began to surface here as well. Apfelbaum’s use of 
ersatz velvet also contains historical resonances: It brings to mind the 
way in which natural-fiber velvet has been a significant marker of 
“luxury” in expanding consumer and industrialist economies. If, for 
Walter Benjamin, velvet linings defined both nineteenth-century Victo-
rian interiors and a bourgeoisie that “prefers velvet and plush covers 
which preserve the impression of every touch,” for Apfelbaum, cheap 
synthetic velvet is likewise an aspirational commodity, a pliable ready-
made that allows her to play with symbolic value, upending high and 
low “women’s work” from a feminist perspective.

Also featured in the show was an untitled room-size installation 
from 2014. Apfelbaum looped twenty pieces of thread over the gal-
lery’s three sprinkler pipes, spacing the pieces evenly along each pipe; 
if seen from above, the lines formed a loose grid. At the knee-height 
base of each thread hung a single, handpainted ceramic bead. Often 
seen swaying gently in the air conditioner’s breeze, these droopy works 
connected nicely to the baggy, wall-based pieces. (Apfelbaum began 
producing similar giant necklaces-cum–Minimalist rosaries while in 
residency at the American Academy in Rome in 2012.) Here, the work 
came across as a continuation of her meditations on painting, bringing 
her longtime engagement with the medium into fully corporeal, three-
dimensional space. 

—Lauren O’Neill-Butler

Matthew Palladino
GARTH GREENAN GALLERY

Computer “graphical interfaces” have a cultural significance that is 
impossible to overstate. The window, the toolbar, the drop-down menu, 
the scroll bar: These ubiquitous mechanisms mediate our interactions 
with the digital—which is to say, an outsize portion of our work and 
play. (As others have noted, what Leo Steinberg called the flatbed picture 
plane—artwork as matrix of information, receptacle of data, vector in 
transmission—anticipated the computer desktop’s mode of address.) 
For his first solo show in New York, San Francisco–based artist Matthew 
Palladino presented eight Pop-style works that focus on one of the most 
omnipresent tropes of desktop life: the pictographic icon.

But though Palladino apparently takes inspiration from this facet of 
design for the screen, he jettisons the layered flatness that is the screen’s 
defining characteristic. His works are reliefs, cast from vacuum-formed 
molds that have been impressed with the shapes of miscellaneous 
objects—wads of chewed gum, banana peels, chains, lobster-shaped 
bread pans, beer bottles, tubes of lipstick, disposable plastic cups. 
Painstakingly handpainted in bright 1 Shot enamel sign paint, the 
embossed items are typically repeated several times in a single com-
position, arranged in horizontal or vertical rows or arrayed in tight 
configurations across the surface. More often than not, Palladino 
created his molds from ersatz knickknacks and novelty items rather 
than the real thing—the head of a 
blow-up doll, for example, instead of 
an actual human face—and the 
shapes, in turn, take on those com-
modities’ infantilizing clarity and 
slick Platonic generalness.

In works such as Atlantis (all 
works 2014)—consisting of rows of 
quasi-classical columns and garishly 
red lobsters—the resemblance to 
certain apps, such as Candy Crush 
and FarmVille, is unmistakable. The 
row of paintbrushes and palettes in 
Still Life prompts nerdy associations 
with a video game’s “power ups”  
or “extra lives.” And in general the 
scale of Palladino’s icons with respect 
to the works’ overall size is that of 
emoji characters as they appear on 
an iPhone screen. Although Palla-
dino cites the serial repetitions of 
commercial graphics in works by 

Matthew Palladino, 
The Accident, 2014, 
acyrlic and plaster on 
panel, 631⁄2 × 511⁄2". 

View of “Polly 
Apfelbaum,” 2014. 
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Eduardo Paolozzi as a key infl uence, his approach seems more of a 
piece with those of a range of younger artists who emulate Photoshop 
tools and other digital-imaging software—think, for instance, of 
Laura Owens’s drop shadows, or of the “emboss” effects simulated 
by Greg Parma Smith. (Palladino’s works also raise the ghosts of 
Jonathan Lasker’s cartoonish, candy-colored abstractions, in which the 
gestural mark, in all its ostensible uniqueness, is repeated as if spat 
out by a machine.) The relationship with computer design is not 
limited to the imagery’s icon-like appearance, however; it also extends 
to the work’s syntax. For we don’t read Palladino’s pictographic arrays 
from left to right, like text, nor do we absorb them altogether in an 
instant, as a gestalt—rather, we parse them by continuously scanning 
the relief’s surface, juggling multiple data points all at once. The fre-
netic visual experience his works proffer is not unlike the polyvocal 
shock and overwhelming distractions of a desktop crowded with win-
dows and shortcuts. 

In spite of their bright, arcade-game gleefulness, Palladino’s works 
are disturbed by undertones of violence. The Accident evokes a 
highway horror, with a tire’s skid mark bisecting a canvas festooned 
with Christmas-tree air fresheners, a six-pack’s worth of crushed beer 
cans, smushed wads of gum, and fl attened rubber face masks. In Night 
Ride, lurid s/m accoutrements such as black gloves, handcuffs, and a 
chain appear alongside pairs of Groucho glasses and two sexually sug-
gestive fruits: cherries and bananas. The diptych The Flight, mean-
while, features two pages from an aircraft safety card, which have 
shattered like ceramic. Updating the best of Pop art for our smartphone 
and desktop age, Palladino defamiliarizes culture’s visual surface to 
gesture at the nightmares that linger underneath.

—Lloyd Wise

Alain Biltereyst
JACK HANLEY GALLERY 

Alain Biltereyst’s solo show this past spring was called “Geo Land,” as 
if inviting us into a realm of pure shape and color, a utopia of abstrac-
tion along the lines of what the Bauhauslers might have imagined. The 
exhibition, the Brussels-based artist’s fi rst in New York, comprised 
twenty-seven small vertical paintings on wood, each more or less the 
size of a hardcover book, hung in single fi le along the gallery walls. 
Across the works, the basic building blocks of line and shape, in bright 
colors and snappy blacks, are deployed in a variety of ways: We fi nd a 
stack of thick diagonal black stripes with a single horizontal stripe at 
the bottom; the delicate intersection of a blue parallelogram and a 
rectangle forming triangles and additional rectangles in the negative 
space; light-blue lines of varying thickness arranged to form a rectangle. 
Biltereyst has said that he wants the works to be “as simple and poetic 
as possible,” as indeed they seem.

But even pure abstraction is contaminated by the impurity of the 
people who encounter it, who cannot help but bring to it the messiness 
of context, their own preconceptions or associative inclinations. It is 
possible—perhaps inevitable—that we might understand thick black 
rectangles as redacted words, a path of rectangles and parallelograms 
as the rough suggestion of a fl ow chart or diagram, or white spaces and 
thick diagonal stripes as holes or banners where text might reside. The 
liveliness of Biltereyst’s work is more Neo-concrete than Concrete, 
more Lygia Clark than Josef Albers, and the overall spareness is evoca-
tive of graphic design. Indeed, most of these paintings would be per-
fectly at ease with headlines set into them, or as logos or components 
of a company’s brand identity. Biltereyst, a former graphic designer, 
acknowledges commercial design’s infl uence. On his website and in 

a book published on the occasion of the 
exhibition, he presents his own photo-
graphs of stripes, lines, shapes, and colors 
that he has encountered out in the world—
on trucks, signs, packaging, fences, etc. 
These photographs have the air of fi eld-
work, performed by a botanist seeking out 
specimens in the wild. 

Biltereyst’s abstractions are profaned in 
other ways, too. The sides of his forms are 
straight but not computer-straight; the 
background often impinges on what we 
read as the foreground; and intimations of 
pentimenti appear throughout, suggesting 
that he changed his mind in the process of 
creating a painting. Sometimes a form is 
painted over with a thin coat of white, as 
though lazily erased. These imperfections 
signal distance from computer-generated 
graphics and industrial fabrication, while 
they also suggest that such imperfections 
can also be deemed a style and re-created 
on demand—that graphic design can feed 
our human messiness back to us, pretending to take our side. Alter-
nately invoking dehumanized Modernist design, homespun imperfec-
tion, and capitalism’s appropriation of the latter, Biltereyst’s works 
explore the question of agency and its subversion. Ultimately, though, 
as signs that don’t seem to want anything from us, these paintings 
offer small, fierce, cheerful—and poetic and simple—moments 
of resistance.

 —Emily Hall

GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT

Dan Colen
BRANT FOUNDATION ART STUDY CENTER

The basics of the Dan Colen story are well known. He emerged as part 
of a latter-day Rat Pack of hard-partying, skateboarding, incompre-
hensibly successful New York bad boys (and one girl) who seemed 
more interested in following the dissolute lifestyle of a Keith Moon or 
a Darby Crash than in joining the professionalized ranks of earnest 
MFAs on their long march through the institutions. But the 2009 death 
by overdose of the scene’s central fi gure, Dash Snow, appears to have 
marked a turning point; today, in any case, Colen lives quietly in 
upstate New York. As for me, I might not have been suffi ciently curious 
to make the trip to Connecticut horse country to see Colen’s ten-year 
survey “Help!” if it hadn’t been for the fact that so many people still 
seem so bent out of shape by the idea that he’s made paintings out of 
bird shit; lifestyle be damned, if an artist can still shake people up 
through his use of materials, then there just might be something inter-
esting in it.

Actually, I didn’t fi nd much bird shit on view in “Help!,” much as 
it would have suited the exurban ambience. (In fact, Colen has never 
used this material in his work.) What I did fi nd was an oeuvre that is 
more thoughtful and more varied than I was expecting, at times seem-
ing—far from insouciantly rebellious—almost academic in its respect 
for precedent. A series of blown-glass whoopee cushions could almost 
be early Koons. Paintings taking off from Disney stills are caught in 
the wake of Kilimnik, Peyton, et al. At Least They Died Together 
(After Dash), 2014—an outdoor installation of two trucks partially 

Alain Biltereyst, 
Untitled, 2014, 
acrylic on plywood, 
101⁄4 × 71⁄2". 
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